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Abstracr 
The Open Cycle Gas Core Nuclear Rocket (GCR) 

offers attractive propulsion characteristics that  
might allow round trip missions t o  Mars to  be 
undertaken in reasonably short times. In this 
scheme, the heat generated by a fissioning uranlum 
plasma core heats, through radiation. a hydrogen 
propellant which, when exhausted through a nozzle, 
converts thermal energy Into thrust. This type of 
confinement is, however, subject to hydrodynamic 
instabilities which could result in the loss of a 
significant portion of the fuel in a relatively short 
time. Moreover, acoustlc Instabllitles arising *om 
density and temperature fluctuations could result in 
serious control problems for GCR. In this paper, we 
address the underlying physics of these phenomena 
and estimate the Impact they may have on travel 
times to  Mars. 

The Space Exploration Initiative calls for, among 
other things, a manned.mission to the planet Mars 
sometlme in the  early part of the next century. 
Since space travel 1s hazardous and man is unable 
t o  endure long journeys without experiencing 
physical and mental degradation, it is imperative 
that  such missions be completed in the shortest 
possible time. This in turn means that  one or more 
"advanced" rocket propulsion schemes must  be 
developed t o  meet these objectives. One promising 
approach in this regard is the open cycle gas core(1J 
fission reactor (GCR). The principle of operation in 
GCR involves a critical uranium core in the form of 
a gaseous plasma that  heats, through radiation. a 
hydrogen propellant which exits through a nozzle, 
thereby converting thermal energy into thrust as  
demonstrated In Fig. 1. 

- 

The temperature limitations imposed by material 
melting as encountered in rolld core thermal rocket 
designs Is avoided in GCR since the  nuclear fuel is 
allowed to exist in a high temperature 
(1 0.000 - 100.000 'K) partially ionized state. In 
this so-called "gaseous - or plasma core" concept, 
the sphere of fissioning uranium plasma functions as 
the fuel element of the reactor. Nuclear heat 
released within the plasma and dissipated as thermal 
radiation from the surface is absorbed by a 
surrounding envelope of seeded hydrogen propellant 
which is then expanded through a nozzle t o  generate 
thrust. Propellant seeding with small amounts of 
graphlte or tungsten powder Is necessary t o  insure 
that  the thermal radiation is absorbed primarily by 
the hydrogen and not by the cavity walls that  
surround the plasma. With the gas core rocket 
concept, specific impulse values ranging from 1500 
to 7000 seconds appear to be feasibleti). A s  shown 
In Fig. 1. the open cycle CCR Is basically spherical 
in shape and contains three solld regions: an outer 
pressure vessel, a neutron reflector/moderator, and 
an inner porous liner. Because of its high operating 
temperature and its compatlbillty with hydrogen, 
beryllium oxide is usually selected for the moderator 
material. This reactor concept requires a relatively 
high pressure plasma (600 - 2000 atm) t o  achieve a 
critical mass. A t .  these pressures, the gaseous fuel 
is sufficiently dense for the  fission fragment 
stopping distance (average distance travelled for 
energy deposition) to be comparable t o  or smaller 
than the dimensions of the fuel volume contained 
within the reactor cavity. The hydrogen propellant 
Is injected through the porous wall with a flow 
distribution that  creates a relatively stagnant, 
non-recirculating central fuel region in the cavity. 
It has been suggestedc2) that  a small amount of 
fisslonable fuel (up t o  1% of the hydrogen mass flow 
rate) gets exhausted along with the heated 
propellant under normal conditions. I t  1s also noted 
that ,  due t o  the transparency of both the uranium 
plasma and the hot hydrogen, 7 - 10% of the total 
reactor power appears as radiation whlch is 
ultimately deposited principally in the solid regions 
of the reactor wall. It is the ability to  remove this 
energy. either by means of an external radiator or 
regeneratively using the hydrogen propellant, that  
determines the maximum power output and 
achievable specific impulse for GCR engines. - 

To highlight some of the  major physics and 
engineering issues which this propulsion approach 
must overcome, we choose a preliminary design for 
which the relevant parameters are available. We 
Identify a reactor deslgnrJ' In which the radius of 
the uranlum core, R, is 1 meter; the pressure in 
the system Is 1000 atm; and the hydrogen 
temperature is about 17. SOO' K , which suggests that 
the fuel temperature is about 35.000*K(4). Our 
elementary analysis of this 7500 M W system shows 
that  the mean velocity of the hydrogen, which is 
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commensurate wlth a cited mass flow rate of 
4.6 W s e c ,  1s approximately 6 Wsec. The mean 
velocity of the uranium In the core le generally 
taken to be 10 - 16 times smaller than that  of the 
propellant(*'. As a result, it can be safely assumed 
to  be stationary in the analysis of the relative 
motlon of two superposed fluids. 

It i. a known fact that ahen a fluid of density 
p a  moves wlth veloclty u2 past another fluid of 
density p ,  which is stationary. in the presence of a 
gravitatlonai force, the (sharp) boundary between 
them will, upon perturbation, undergo oscillations 
whlch under certain conditions can become unstable. 
Thls instnbillty, known a s  the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability\~), can lead to turbulent dlfiusion of 
materlal from one region into the other, and, ln the 
case of GCR. this could mean substantial flow of 
uranium from the core lnto the hydrogen and thus 
out through the nozzle. Not only wlll  the loss of 
uranlum affect the criticality of the system if not 
replaced appropriately, but also the flow of hydrogen 
lnto the core wlll affect its composition and 
ul thate ly  Its criticality. 

To assess the importance of thls phenomenon, we 
apply it to  the GCR design noted above. We recall 
that  in that example the mean veloclty of the 
hydrogen 1s about 5 m/sec. with the uranium in the 
core treated as  immobile. As a result, the system 
can be vlewed a s  consisting of a fluid (H) of 
density pa and velocity w 2 ,  movlng past a statlonary 
fluld (U) of density p ,  under the influence of a 
gravitational acceleration u .  In thls case, the 
instabilltv condltlon can be wrltten as(10' 

where we have taken advantage of the fact that,  for 
the pressure and temperature under consideration, 
the uranium density 1s much larger than that of 
hydrogen. The above equation reveals that the 
mlnlmum wave number k of the osclliatlon 1s 

while the corresponding growth rate Y of the 
lnstabllity can be put In the form 

c 

The diffusion coefficlent Dfor  the uranium flow lnto 
the hydrogen can be approximately expressed by 

from which we can wrlte the partlcle flux as  
DPI F - -  R 

(4) 

where Ris the radius of the spherical uranlum core 
mentioned earlier. The amount of uranium escaping 
per second by thls diffusion process, U ' ,  can finally 
be wrltten a s  

or, as  a fractlon of the total uranlum U S  present In 
the sphere. 

U, - SnR'F - 4 n R D p l  ( 6 )  

A t  a pressure of 1000 atm, a hydrogen temperature 
of 17.500' K , and a uranium temperature of 

35,000' K , the densities of hydrogen and uranium 
are, respectively, 4.61r: lo-' g m l c m '  and 
5 . 5 3 ~  gm/cm' . Wlth these values, and 
u2 - E m/sec. Eqn. 6 yields about 7 Kg/scc uranium 
loss, while Eqn. 7 shows that  approximately 3% of 
the fuel escapes per second. 
quantltles are unacceptably large, and well over the 
1% of the hydrogen mass flow rate (1.e. 45 gm/sec) 
often cited a s  the loss due t o  turbulent mixing. In 
additlon, this loss is far greater than the Uranium 
burnup rate (0.1 qm/sec of Urn). As can be seen 
from Eqn. 3, the growth rate for a fixed wave 
number (1.e. a flxed wave length) le smaller for 
smaller hydrogen flow velocity. But decreasing thls 
velocity beyond a certain value may not be 
compatible wlth the mass flow rate dlctated by heat 
transfer needs. The synergetic$ of problems dealing 
wlth turbulent mlxing. and eoncomltant loss of 
uranium, criticality requlrements and associated 
fueling, and heat transfer requirements. not only of 
the propellant but components sublected to  hlgh 
heat loads, may prove to  be a formidable problem 
lndeed for the gas core reactor. 

In obtainlng the above results, we had employed 
mean temperature and velocity values for the 
propellant and the fuel. In reality, however, the 
density, temperature, and velocity of the propellant 
possess radlal gradients whlch play a major role in 
stablllty considerations. Noting that the ratlo of 
the buoyancy force to  the inertia Is given by the 
Richardson number J , where 

Clearly, these 

g Dp,/dz 

PI! ( d v l / d z ) 2  
J - --  

it can be shownl10l that J > f leads t o  stablllzation 
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. I t  1s clear from 
the above expression that an "inverted" propellant 
denslty profile. wlth the denser layer belng adjacent 
to  the fuel, 1s required for stablllty. Thls is 
difflcult t o  achieve since the hotter (and hence less 
dense) region 1s adjacent to  the fuel. Unless some 
means can be found (such as using a buffer layer) 
t o  generate the desired profile, this instability and 
the resultlng turbulent mlxlng wlll always persist In 
the Gas Core reactor. 

If proflling' effects cannot be achleved or 
sustalned. then perhaps the use of magnetic flelds 
to suppress thls lnstabllity may not be totally 
avolded. It has been showntlol that  If a magnetic 
fleld B Is lntroduced in the dlrectlon of the 
propellant flow, then I t  can ac t  as a "surface 
tension' type of force that  provides stability if the 
followlng condltlon 1s satlsfled: 

We see that, for the  case at hand, a mlnlmum 
magnetic fleld strength of about 64 Gauss 1s 
required. The shape of such a fleld is likely t o  be 
"mirror"-llke in order to  accommodate the flow 
around the spherlcal uranlum core. Although such a 
fleld can brlng about stabilization of the 
Kelvln-Helmholtz lnstabillty, it is much too small t o  
conflne a uranium plasma at 1000 atmospheres 
pressure, but might be adequate to respond to 
pressure fluctuations that  may occur In the system. 

The problem of uranium loss due t o  turbulent 
mixing 1s closely linked to  that  of fueling, since the 
latter must also take into account the loss due to 
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burnup. We propose "pellet" fueling to compensate 
for these losses! This approach has the potential 
of injecting fuel into the hottest region of the core, 
where it can readily vaporize and ionize, with the 
*dded advantage of mlnhnally disturbing the 
homogeneity of the uranium plasma core. Moreover, 
this method could also be utilized in the presence of 
magnetic fields(') should uranium confinement by 
auch fields prove feasible and desirable. 

To get an idea of how fast suitably chosen 
uranium pellets must be injected into a spherical 
uranium core, we use the parameters of the reactor 
design alluded to earlier. namely R - 1 m. 
T M  - 17,SOO"K. T U  - 35,000"K. P - 1000 atm. 
Noting that the ionization potential "E' of uranium 
is 6.18 eW), we can estimate the pellet ablation 
time 1 ,  from 

where r ,  is the radius of the InJected pellet, n, is 
the solid state density. and q. Is the heat flux 
which, in the case of a uranium plasma, Is 
associated primarily with the electrons. A t  a fuel 
temperature of 35.000' K , 
q. - 6 , 2 x  10'' eV/crn '-see, and for a pellet radius 
of 6 cm, the ablation time is 1 . 5 ~  sec. 

The velocity with whlch this pellet must be 
injected, t o  reach the center of the core before 
being totally ionized. 1s urn, - R / t , .  and for 
R = 1 m. it has the value of about 6 7 K m / s e c .  
This Is a very high speed. and is perhaps out of 
reach for current or near term technology. But this 
number should not be taken serlously, since a "bare" 
pellet does not remain bare once it enters t he  hot 
uranium core. In fact, it can be shown that  a 
"neutral' shield forms around the pellet when it 
enters the core, and this shield drastlcally reduces 
the heat flux impinging on the pellet, thereby 
greatly increasing the ablation lifetime. 
shown(*) that a reduction of 104 in the required 
Injection velocity may result from the presence of 
the shield and, for the case a t  hand, the injection 
velocity reduces to 6.7 rn/sec, which is well within 
the technology capability. 

I t  has been 

With 6 cm radius pellets of uranium, less than 
one pellet per second is required to  make up the 
turbulent mixing loss. However, such a pellet is 
relatively massive, and may seriously distort the 
fuel dlstributlon in the reactor until it ablates and 
1s redistributed. In addition, while the injection 
velocity for such a pellet is relatively small, 
accelerating such a masslve object t o  this speed 
requires a greater acceleration force than would be 
required to  give a smaller pellet a much greater 
speed. Table I shows the trade-offs between pellet 
size. lnjectlon rate, injection velocity VI*, , and the 
force F ,-, required to achieve this velocity assumlng 
that the injector accelerates the pellet uniformly 
over a dlstance of one meter. 

As an indication of how serlously turbulent 
mixing can affect the propulsive performance of the 
Gas Core Reactor, we have calculated the round trip 
time, T . ~ .  to Mars for various ratios of uranlum 
mass flow rate to  hydrogen mass flow rate using the  
dry vehicle mass  of 123 'MT given in the design 

TABLE I 
Injection Parameters for Various CCR Pellet Sizes 

Radius Mass Injection 
r ,  M, Rate V,-/ F iri 

(cm) (g) (sec-') (m/sec) (dynes) 

0.26 1.2226 6726.6 133.76 1.O938X1O6 
0.60 9.7808 716.69 66.882 2.1876xlO6 
1.00 78.247 89.461 33.441 4.3762x1O6 
2.00 626.97 11.183 16.721 8.76043106 
6.00 9780.8 .71669 6.6882 2.1876xlO' 

---- 

cited earlier. 
speclfic impulse, Itp,  can be written a s  

Noting that  the thrust, F. and the 

F - x n i , v ,  ( 9 )  
I 

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and t h e  
round trip time T.+ a s  

where D l s  the one way distance and m, 1s the dry 
mass, we obtain the results shown in Table I1 for a 
propellant temperature of 17.500' K and uranium 
temperature of 35.000' K . 

TABLE I1 
Effects of Turbulent Mixing 

ni tr / rhp F . ( K N )  

0 87.6 
0.01 87.7 
0.1 88.6 
0.5 92.2 
1 .o 96.8 
2.0 106.02 

1, (set) (days) 

1987 197 
1970 198 
1820 213 
1390 280 
1098 344 
940 398 

Another problem of major concern in CCR has to do 
with acoustic instabilltles that  might arise a s  a result 
of fluctuations in the density and temperature of the 
fissioning uranium plasma. The mechanism for the 
generation of such oscillations can be described as  
follows(lu': We imagine a standing sound wave t o  exist 
in a bounded region of a fissioning plasma that  includes 
a constant background density of thermal neutrons. 
In the wave compressions, the fission power density 
increases due to the increased uranlum denslty, while 
in the rarefactions the power decreases. This results 
in an increased pressure gradient associated with the 
wave, which in turn leads to  a transfer of flsslon power 
to the wave. I t  occurs because the dense portion of 
the wave tends to  expand faster than it was compressed. 
But competing with this is the fact that radiation also 
tends t o  transport the extra thermal energy out of the 
wave compressions. Moreover, radiation diffusion tends 
to smooth out the temperature fluctuations of waves 
more rapidly as their wavelengths become shorter. This 
results in a critical wavelength below which waves are 
stable and above which they are unstable. If the 
characteristic dimension of the system, such as the 
core radius, is larger than this  critical wavelength, 
then the system will  be subject to these instabilltles, 
which could precipitate significant pressure 
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fluctuations and thus present serious control problems 
for thls englne. In addition, such unstable waves could 
also glve rise to  a slgnlflcant uranium loss from the 
core; thls fuel would mlx wlth the propellant then 
exiting through the nozzle. 

It can be shown"*'. wlth the aid of standard 
fluld equations for the uranlum plasma, that if the 
charge state of the uranium lon (assumed here to  be 
singly ionized) does not change during thls 
phenomenon, then the llnear growth rate of the 
acoustic lnstablllty can be written asrlO) 

(12) 
( 2 P r / M  - k 2 K I [ V I  - 2 K T o / M ] / K }  

6Er'oV: Y -  

where the sound speed. V,. Is glven by 

and P r ,  Ne, and T o  are respectively the fission I 

power density. uranium density, and uranlum 
temperature. The uranium mass 1s glven by M , the 
Boitzmann Constant by K ,  the wave number of the 
osclllatlon by k , and the radlatlon dlffuslon 
coefficlent by K, which 1s deflned a6 

wlth o, belng the black body constant and k R  the 
mean Rosseland opacity coefflcient. We note from 
Eqn. 12 that a positive numerator gives rise t o  an 
lnstablllty (Le. a wave wlth growing amplitude) 
while a negative value denotes a damped wave. 
transition from one t o  the other 1s characterlzed by 
a crltlcal wave number kc glven by 

The 

which. upon substltutlon in Eqn. 12, yields 

For the reactor example presented earlier. the 
above equation becomes 

y = 3 . 7 ~ 1 0 '  I k: - k2) 
\ 

and upon lnsertlng the appropriate parameters we 
find that  the crltlcal wave number value 1s 
I r c  - 0.084 and the crltlcal wavelength 1s 
hc 75 c m  . Since the radlus of the core 1s 1 m ,  I t  
1s clear that  such a system will support acoustic 
lnstabllltles, and for wave numbers correspondlng t o  
thls dlmenslon, Eqn. 17 shows that  the e-foldlng 
time 1s about 0.9 seconds. Although detalled 
non-llnear analysls 1s required to  assess the impact 
of these lnstabllltles, one can estlmate the loss of 
fuel from the core due t o  these oscillations by using 
Eqns. 6 and 7 along wlth 16. 
case a t  hand, that about 9% of the uranlum plasma 
per second wlll be transported out of the core, 
whic3 corresponds to a fuel mass flow rate of about 
20 kg/sec.  Assuming that  such losses can be 
repienlshed by appropriate refueling schemes, one 
can also see, from an extension of Table I1 t o  
include thls case, that  such a uranium mass flow 
rate wlll result In a round trip t o  Mars of about 
600 days. 

One flnds, for the 

Conclueion 
We have examlned brlefly In thls paper several 

physics phenomena that mlght have adverse effects 
on the vlablllty of the open cycle gas core rocket 
as a potentlal propulsion scheme for the space 
exploration lnltlatlve. The flrst has t o  do wlth 
vortex conflnement of the fuel, which renders I t  
unstable to hydrodynamic lnstabllitles of the 
Kelvln - Helmholtz type, and the other has t o  do 
wlth acoustlc lnstabllltles arlslng from density and 
temperature fluctuations. 
amounts of uranium may be transported out of the 
core and expelled through the nozzle, wlth the 
unwelcome result of slgnlficantly reduclng the 
speclflc impulse and lncreaslng the travel time. 
These phenomena also present serious challenges 
concerning the fuellng of the reactor to  maintain 
crltlcallty, and general dynamlcs and control 
problems for such an englne. Finally, it mlght be 
noted that  the Light Bulb Concepti"' which employs 
a barrier t o  separate the fuel from the propellant 
may not experlence a Kelvln-Helmholtz lnstablllty 
that  ejects uranlum from the core, but it 1s more 
llkely to experlence the acoustic lnstablllty slnce 
the barrier 1s bound t o  impede the escape of 
radlatlon from the core. 

In both cases. substantial 
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